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ABSTRACT

Artificial Intelligence (AI) systems planned for deployment in open-world learning (OWL) environments and in real-world applications are frequently researched and developed in closed simulation environments, where all variables are controlled and known to the simulator or labeled benchmark datasets are used. Transitioning from these simulators, testbeds, and benchmark datasets to open-world domains poses significant challenges to AI systems, including significant change or increase in the complexity of the domain and the numerous novelties that are present in a real-world. The open-world environment contains numerous out-of-distribution elements that are not part of the AI system’s training set. Here, we propose a general, domain-independent estimation of domain complexity. Our first contribution is to systematically distinguish between two aspects of domain complexity: intrinsic and extrinsic. The intrinsic domain complexity is the complexity that exists by itself without any action or interaction from the OWL agent, an AI agent performing a task on that domain. This is an agent-independent aspect of the domain complexity. In contrast, the extrinsic domain complexity depends on the OWL agent and its skills. The combination of intrinsic and extrinsic elements captures the overall complexity of the domain. We frame the components that define and impact domain complexity levels in a domain-independent manner. We then describe three categories of measures (dimensionality, sparsity, and diversity) and argue that, taken together, they offer a comprehensive view of domain complexity. Last, we demonstrate these measures in several case studies in action, perception, and data science domains. Domain-independent measures of complexity could enable quantitative predictions of the difficulty posed to AI systems when transitioning from one testbed or environment to another, avoiding bias when facing out-of-distribution data in open-world tasks, and when navigating the rapidly expanding solution and search spaces encountered in open-world domains.

1. Introduction

When designing AI systems that can operate in open-world settings, it is important to be aware of the complexity level of the domain for which the AI system is built and the complexity level of the domain where it will be applied or transitioned. Understanding domain complexity helps in transitioning from theory, to simulations, to open-world and real-world domains. It helps to understand the boundaries and limitations, and it decreases uncertainties. It could prove indispensable to building an AI agent that can work in many domains, as well as for building agents that are able to operate in a single ‘open-world’ domain where unexpected and novel events occur with non-trivial frequency.

Self-driving cars, which have been developed and evaluated on closed courses or in simpler highway-driving contexts, will encounter new challenges while attempting to safely navigate open-world streets (Claussmann, Revilloud, Glaser and Gruyer (2017)). Machine learning (ML) tools in medical contexts may encounter unexpected edge cases,
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noisy or distorted sensor data, and potentially significant differences in data distributions when transitioning from academic benchmark data to real-world use Holzinger, Biemann, Pattichis and Kell (2017).

In general, agents in simulated environments navigate a much smaller set of possible states and perform deliberative-reasoning search tasks over a much smaller set of possible state-action paths than what happens in the open world of a non-simulated, real environment. As one example of an AI agent transitioning from a closed-world domain to an open-world domain, Wilson, McMahon and Aha (2014) developed a motion and task-planning system for autonomous underwater vehicles (AUV) using a common simulation platform that they moved from development to deployment. If one takes the AUV agent, which has been built within a less complex simulated environment, installs it on a robot, and lowers it off the side of a ship into the real world, it can have significant problems correctly navigating in that real-world state space if not understanding its vastness, boundaries, and limitations.

In the ever-changing open-world domains, there are a plethora of novelties that will have effects on an AI agent that has been trained in a closed-world setting. The overall level of complexity also changes when transitioning from a closed world to an open world. Transitioning from a closed world to an open world does not necessarily mean transitioning from a simple system to a complicated or complex system. However, understanding the boundaries of the domains an agent is facing will help with accommodating novelties in an open world. Knowing the complexity levels of both the domain from which an AI agent is transitioning from and the domain to which that agent is transitioning to will help avoid biasing the difficulty of detecting, characterizing, and accommodating novelty, thereby increasing the robustness of the OWL agents when performing a task in a domain of interest. Furthermore, understanding the complexity of the domain helps form anticipatory thinking in a multi-agent setting: anticipating the thinking about the actions, goals, plans, and strategies other agents might have.

The core concept of complexity levels transcends the boundaries of a domain. In this paper, we define the components to consider to understand domain complexity and a framework for estimating the level of complexity of domains in an interdisciplinary, domain-independent light.

![Lower Complexity level intuitively](image1.png)

![Complexity level intuitively](image2.png)

![Higher Complexity level intuitively](image3.png)

Figure 1: We know intuitively that driving a car on a long road in a rural setting involves a lower complexity level than driving at night in a busy city where the likelihood of interacting with pedestrians crossing the road, other drivers, traffic lights, crosswalks, bicyclists, children playing, etc. is much higher. Similarly, getting from one point to the other in a straight line is intuitively less complicated than in a convoluted pattern.

Intuitively, we know or assume that complexity levels of domains differ. We know that tic-tac-toe is a simpler game than chess or Monopoly; classifying one dolphin in an image with a clear water background is less complicated than classifying all of the elements in a coral reef including dolphins and fish; and a self-driving car on a long straight road in a rural setting faces lower complexity level than driving on a street in a busy city (Figure 1). We want to understand objectively and structurally the different aspects of domain complexity levels. Complexity levels of domains and tasks within domains can differ significantly when viewed from different perspectives. There are two parts of our contribution to the discipline: (1) components to consider for understanding domain complexity, and (2) estimating the complexity level of a domain. In this paper, we first frame the components that define domain complexity levels with a domain-independent and interdisciplinary perspective. We then describe the three measure categories that together express the
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2. Motivation and Background

From Complexity to Difficulty Understanding the complexity level of a domain helps assess and predict the difficulty of detecting, characterizing, and accommodating a novelty in that domain. Here we define a novelty as any element of the environment that was not present in previous training environments experienced by an OWL agent. Complexity and difficulty are different mental operations. The complexity level of a domain will affect the difficulty of detecting novelty, characterizing it, and accommodating it. Complexity also will influence the difficulty of generating novelty. “Complexity” is the description of a state — the space of possibilities — whereas “difficulty” relates to the challenge posed by a specific novelty within this space of possibilities. Estimating and understanding the complexity level of a domain is an important prerequisite for robust transitions between both domains and open-world learning environments. In contrast to estimating domain complexity, Ethayarajh, Choi and Swayamdipta (2021) suggest a method for estimating dataset difficulty by establishing a framework with respect to a model \( v \) that analyzes \( v \)-usable information and pointwise \( v \)-information to generate a quantitative value for defining dataset difficulty.

Bias and Inductive Bias A lack of understanding of the domain complexity in which the AI agent is performing a task can introduce bias when training OWL agents and when novelty is generated for building domain simulations Leavy, O’Sullivan and Siapera (2020). Whereas understanding the domain complexity helps define inductive bias to be used by the AI agent for more robust performance. Understanding the complexity level of a domain one is applying an AI system to greatly decreases the bias of success toward specific data sets, while it also strengthens the inductive bias, as more information is understood to be able to make more helpful assumptions.

Inductive bias is described as factors that lead a learner to favor a path that are independent of the data that have no yet been encountered Griffiths, Chater, Kemp, Perfors and Tenenbaum (2010) and it is at the center of extending use cases beyond known data that is sampled from a domain Mitchell (2007). Understanding domain complexity enables building strong inductive bias and being able to create a generalization that is valid both for observed training data, as well as novelties that have not yet been encountered by the OWL agent Baxter (2011).

2.1. Why is a Systematic Understanding of Domain Complexity Important?

In the UAV example Wilson et al. (2014), the simulated environment assumed that there was a 1-to-1 mapping between perception and the state space; i.e., that a change in perception was due to a meaningful change in state. Instead, in real-world contexts, with noise and complex factors related to environment, there may be many different perception values that all indicate effectively the same state for the goal reasoner. The real-world perception state space is effectively much larger than the space over which goal reasoning is actually performed. An AI system that was developed and tested in a simple, simulated perception space will tend to fail when it is put into the open sea, incessantly reporting discrepancies between its sensors and its model of the world, potentially getting trapped in a loop of constant replanning. As a result, the robot can freeze, drift off course, or lose contact with its users. This can be a very expensive problem. Addressing this issue required the development of new logic for dealing with the true complexity level of the perception space. Perception information was processed with bounding boxes to reduce its complexity sufficiently so that the existing goal-reasoning and planning logic could operate over it effectively. This measure allowed the robot to operate successfully in the open water. It is important to note that this issue was task-independent. There was effectively no nontrivial task that the robot could execute successfully before its algorithm had been modified to address the increase in domain complexity compared to the simulator domain.

Outside of the context of real-world robotics with deliberative reasoning Ingrand and Ghallab (2013), the domain complexity problem arises in other application areas as well. In domains with game states AI, the performance of Monte-Carlo Tree Search (MCTS) will depend on the size and complexity of the game tree. If the space of possible states and actions becomes excessively large, then the probabilistic exploration of the tree will have a higher probability of failing to sample the optimal paths, and then the agent may select moves that are suboptimal, poor, or even absurd. If the complexity of the game is understood correctly during AI development, then modifications can be made to improve the algorithm performance, such as using domain knowledge to bias search in games with large branching factors Chaslot, Bakkes, Szita and Spronck (2008).

More dangerously, the problem arises in self-driving vehicles. Claussmann et al. (2017) exhaustively surveys, categorizes, and evaluates diverse approaches to autonomous driving, but limited to only highway environments, and
with respect to only eight simple maneuvers (such as changing lanes or exiting). This analysis does not cover important complexities in the highway domain, such as encountering an obstacle in the road or another vehicle merging into your lane without seeing you. Furthermore, it obviously will not apply to city street environments, which have far more states and complex transitions. Techniques that perform well in the simple, limited, highway domain may have very different properties and limitations than techniques that excel in a more complex environment, and failing to understand the impact of domain complexity on algorithm choice could lead to suboptimal decision-making and potentially fatal consequences.

The issue of correctly addressing real-world domain complexity also arises in data science contexts. In medical applications, explainable AI systems are increasingly being deployed to assist test analysis and decision-making Holzinger et al. (2017). Systems that were designed for simple data distributions over one or two educational-benchmark datasets will fail or become extremely sensitive to data preparation and parameter tuning. As the feature set grows more complex, evaluation becomes more rigorous, or the data distribution becomes more diverse and heterogeneous. Again, systems developed on simple, toy-world domains, when moved to much larger, open-world domains without consideration for the change in complexity of the problem definition, will have failures with real-world consequences Holzinger et al. (2017). Additional issues arise when considering the complexity of data itself, which is influenced by a variety of factors including dimensionality, scale, and mixed sources. The corresponding complexity level of the domain must be considered when working with this data for more accurate results. For example, some existing analytical methods rely on assumptions that do not apply to “Big Data.” Depending on the assumptions and domain of interest, the analysis could result in unusable information due to inaccuracy or ambiguity. Therefore, data science methods can benefit significantly from understanding domain complexity as it would provide broader insights for more optimal decision making, potentially in terms of business processes, methodological analysis, or problem solving in general Cao (2020).

Similar to data science contexts, the social sciences can also benefit from understanding domain complexity in terms of computational text analysis, as its effectiveness can rely heavily on domain assumptions and computational and statistical model complexity. Better understanding these assumptions and levels of complexity would aid in choosing the best method for analysis, which would significantly increase analytical efficiency O’Connor, Bamman and Smith (2011). Further evaluation of complexity can be extended to the field of systems engineering as well. Concretely evaluating the complexity of a system using standardized “system complexity factors” can greatly benefit the effectiveness of life cycle engineering and system management Potts, Sartor, Johnson and Bullock (2020). The increasing prevalence of complexity studies in a wide variety of fields illustrates the usefulness of understanding complexity, especially in real-world applications.

### 2.2. SAIL-ON

An application for quantifying domain complexity is the Science of Artificial Intelligence and Learning for Open-world Novelty (SAIL-ON) Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) program Senator (2019), which aims to research and develop the underlying scientific principles, general engineering techniques, and algorithms needed to create AI systems that act appropriately and effectively in novel situations that occur in open-world domains, which is a key characteristic needed for potential military applications of AI. The focus is on novelty that arises from violations of implicit or explicit assumptions in an agent’s model of the external world, including other agents, the environment, and their interactions. Specifically, the program will: (1) develop scientific principles to quantify and characterize novelty in open-world domains, (2) create AI systems that act appropriately and effectively in open-world domains, and (3) demonstrate and evaluate these systems in multiple domains. The SAIL-ON program is divided into two groups: (a) those that facilitate the evaluations by providing novelty generators in the chosen domains across levels of the novelty hierarchy (see Table 1), and (b) those that develop agents that can detect, characterize, and accommodate novelty. In each phase of the program, it is expected that the domain-independent characterization of novelty will be improved and that increasingly sophisticated and effective techniques for recognizing, characterizing, and responding to novel situations across domains will be developed. The novelties are categorized in a hierarchy representing the fundamental elements that make up an open-world domain, and by definition, every element within an open-world domain must have characteristic attributes and must be represented in some way. The open-world novelty hierarchy levels are: object, agent, actions, relations, interactions, rules, goals, and events (Table 1). SAIL-ON performers have refined the novelty levels by adding difficulty levels: easy, medium, and hard. These difficulty levels refer to novelty accommodation. We are treating these hierarchy levels as part of the components to consider when estimating the complexity levels of domains, which we describe in Section 3 of this paper.
Open-world Novelty Hierarchy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Entities</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>Objects: New classes, attributes, or representations of non-volitional entities.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Agents: New classes, attributes, or representations of volitional entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Actions: New classes, attributes, or representations of external agent behavior.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Entities</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Relations: New classes, attributes, or representations of static properties of the relationships between multiple entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Interactions: New classes, attributes, or representations of dynamic properties of behaviors impacting multiple entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Phenomena</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>Rules: New classes, attributes, or representations of global constraints that impact all entities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Goals: New classes, attributes, or representations of external agent objectives.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>Events: New classes, attributes, or representations of series of state changes that are not the direct result of volitional action by an external agent or the SAIL-ON agent.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1**
Open-world novelty hierarchy levels developed by SAIL-ON Novelty Working Group. See acknowledgments for full list of contributors.

Complexity levels of domains are estimated in different ways for different domains, and it is challenging to generalize complexity estimation across multiple diverse domains. The structure of the SAIL-ON program highlights this need, as we would like to compare both domains and their complexity levels as well as to estimate the complexity level of generated novelties, which will enable us to predict the difficulty of detecting, characterizing, and accommodating novelty.

**Theoretical Frameworks for Open-World Novelty** Some theoretical frameworks have been proposed for open-world novelty. Langley (2020) proposes a framework for characterizing open-world environments with goal-directed physical agents and how those environments can change over time. Boult, Grabowicz, Prijatelj, Stern, Holder, Alspector, M. Jafarzadeh, Ahmad, Dhamija, Li, Cruz, Shrivastava, Vondrick and Walter (2021) propose a framework for defining theories of novelty across domains. This framework measures novelty based on dissimilarity measures in the world space and the observation space. These frameworks describe novelty in open-world learning from the perspective of an agent’s performance, but do not offer an assessment of the complexity of the novelty’s domain, which is the purpose of our paper. In this paper, we distinguish between agent-independent and -dependent parts of the domain and define the domain complexity components from both perspectives.

### 2.3. Perspectives on Complexity from Different Disciplines

We briefly review existing approaches to understanding and measuring complexity as it applies to relevant computational disciplines: classical AI, data science, and systems research. These existing perspectives are important to take into consideration, but none provide the comprehensive, domain-independent analysis of the complexity level necessary to support the development and transition of AI to open-world domains.

**Classical AI** Hernández-Orallo and Dowe (2010) use the term “environment complexity” to refer to increasingly complex classes of domain/task pairs. Their thesis suggests more intelligent agents are able to succeed in more complex environments. Their complexity level increases depending on the domain’s number of possible states, the number of transitions (agent actions that change the state), and the difficulty of reaching the objective (in general, winning the game). The more possible states and the more difficult-to-select actions to navigate optimally through them, the more complex the problem.

Relating domain complexity to the state transition graph is a common approach in classical AI systems. Ingrand and Ghallab (2013), Chaslot et al. (2008), and Claussmann et al. (2017) give examples of agents whose performance are, in fact, dependent on the environment complexity as used in Hernández-Orallo and Dowe (2010). These systems are sufficiently intelligent to solve problems of a certain complexity, but may fail as that complexity increases. Pereyda
and Holder (2020) propose a theory for measuring complexity by taking a resource-requirements approach, focusing
on the three spaces: task, solution, and policy. The authors are relating complexity to the minimum description length
of agents necessary to achieve different levels of performance on the task in a domain.

While these approaches are relevant to domain complexity in our context, they focus on agent-dependent, task-
specific complexity and do not explicitly address intrinsic domain properties that are independent of agent and may
impact solution performance independently of the task. A domain-independent complexity level needs to take into
account a wider set of components in order to fully support development for open-world domains.

**Combinatorial Game Theory** The field of combinatorial game theory mainly focuses on sequential games, in which
players alternate turns. A combinatorial game continues until there is no legal move or position left available for the
player whose turn it is (Albert, Nowakowski and Wolfe). Combinatorial game theory places an emphasis on descriptive
theoretical results, such as measures of game complexity. Within game complexity, two measures can be utilized: state-
space complexity and game-tree complexity. The state-space complexity of a game is the number of legal positions
from the starting position of the game. For some games, it is not feasible to calculate the number of legal positions,
so instead an upper bound is computed with the understanding that this value contains illegal plays. The game-tree
complexity of a game is the number of leaf nodes in the game tree from the initial position. To calculate the game-tree
complexity, two additional values are needed: the branching factor of the game tree and the average game length (Allis).

There are several ways that game complexity can be measured, each giving unique information about the game.
Game tree size can be described as the total possible ways that the game can be played. This equates to the number
of leaf nodes in the game tree that are rooted in the game’s initial position. This can be an issue for some games that
do not have a limited amount of moves. For games like this, the game tree size is generally assumed to be infinite.
Decision trees are a sub-tree of the game tree and a way for describing the game winner, loser, or if the game is a draw.
This is done by labeling positions in the game as such. Decision complexity and game-tree complexity are subsections
of decision trees. Decision complexity is the number of leaf nodes within the smallest decision tree that also has the
value of the starting position. Game-tree complexity describes the number of leaf nodes within the smallest full width
decision tree that also has the value of the starting position. Game-tree complexity can be used for doing a minimax
search to find the value of the starting position. Sometimes the game-tree complexity can be approximated as the game’s
average branching factor raised to the power of the number of plies in an average game. Computational complexity is
a way to describe the asymptotic difficulty of a game when it grows arbitrarily large. However, this does not apply to
all games, only to games that have been generalized to be made arbitrarily large.

**Data Science** Data science focuses on fitting conceptual models to input data, allowing users to make predictions
about new data points. Unlike classical AI, there is no agent that can take actions to interact with its environment;
instead, the domain consists of a feature set and a distribution of data points across the feature space defined by that
feature set. Complexity is determined by the difficulty of fitting meaningful, accurate models to these distributions so
that they support correct predictions on new data. Properties such as the size of the feature space, the sparsity of the
data, and the shape of the distribution impact the difficulty of this problem. Remus and Ziegelmayer (2014) consider
four task-independent domain complexity measures in the context of computational linguistics, focusing on the sparsity
(word rarity), the feature set size (word richness), and the distribution of the input data (entropy and homogeneity).
They find a strong correlation between domain complexity and the performance of a standard ML classifier on the data.
Similar to Hernández-Orallo’s observations on classical AI, as complexity increases, performance decreases. These
general ideas are broadly applicable as sources of complexity in problem solving, as we will discuss in Section 6.
However, by themselves, they do not constitute a general definition for domain complexity levels.

**Complexity from cognitive science perspective** In cognitive science, complexity is considered with analogy to
human or animal intelligence. Intuitively complex problems may take significant effort to solve correctly. Jackson
(2020) expands this idea to an ontology of definitions. Legg and Hutter (2007) begins with analogies to various grades
of animal and human intelligence, and draws on this to define a platform for evaluating machine intelligence for classical
AI.

**Systems Research** Systems research considers complexity in the form of challenges that arise when organizing
multiple interacting components, whether those components are team members, organizations, industrial production
systems, software modules, or even elements of programming languages as interpreted by a compiler. In these contexts,
understanding and estimating domain complexity across domains

patterns of dependencies between components are a key factor in the complexity of the problem. large webs of interdependencies require significantly more computational time, or human cognitive load, to consider fully and to develop optimal solutions. If the interdependencies can be arbitrarily complex, then in general, the problem may be computationally hard (e.g., the knapsack problem). However, most real-world problem instances are tractable.

Various tools have been developed to help visualize, measure, and address complexity in system-design contexts. Štuikys and Damaševičius (2009) introduce three measures dealing with the cognitive and structural complexity of feature diagrams in order to estimate total complexity. Jung, Sinha and Suh (2020) propose a new metric based on the relationship between the requirements and elements of a system design. A series of matrices are then used to quantify the complexity of the system design. Prnjat and Sack (2001) analyze the use of established software metrics to identify complexity and risk indicators early in the system development lifecycle. kim (2014) discusses the Cynefin Framework, which helps classify complex environments more specifically.

This work relates to our problem of domain complexity, specifically in the case of domains that contain multicomponent systems. For example, when an agent must navigate a multiagent environment with a large number of external entities, it can cause a combinatorial explosion in the set of possible states and transitions necessary to capture the interactions of those entities, resulting in a dramatically larger domain. This can be an important facet of domain complexity; however, there are many other sources of complexity that do not originate from interactions with multicomponent systems. Additional components are necessary to capture the complexity of scenarios, such as single agents navigating inclement environments, ambiguous perception data, or challenging game objectives. System complexity metrics, by themselves, do not constitute a domain-independent complexity level.

In this paper, we frame the components that define and impact domain complexity levels in a domain-independent light. We organize these components into groups. We then describe methods for representing these components in a measurable form for estimating domain complexity levels.

3. Framework for the Components that Define a Domain’s Complexity Level

There are two parts when determining the complexity of a domain: intrinsic and extrinsic. The intrinsic complexity is the complexity that exists by itself without any action or interaction from an OWL agent, which is the AI agent performing a task on that domain. It is an OWL-agent-independent aspect of the domain complexity. The intrinsic components that define and impact the complexity level of a domain are grouped further into “environment space” and “task solution space.” The extrinsic complexity of a domain is dependent on the established mental and physical skills of the OWL agent. It contains the “performance space,” the “goal space,” the “planning space,” and the “skills space” (Figure 2).

Considering the complexity level only from an intrinsic, OWL-agent-independent perspective, or only from an extrinsic, agent-dependent perspective, in which we only observe the complexity level of an OWL agent’s actions and existing knowledge, would result in a skewed metric of the complexity level. Therefore, we need to look at both the intrinsic and extrinsic parts of the domain complexity in order to get a balanced observation.

We took into consideration the open-world novelty hierarchy levels described earlier in the “Motivation” section as part of the components to consider when estimating complexity level. These hierarchy levels are: objects, agents, actions, relations, interactions, rules, goals, and events (Table 1). We differentiate between novelty theories, ontologies, and hierarchy categories: theories can describe anything that is conceptually possible, ontologies classify elements that are realistic, and hierarchy categories represent a subset of realistic elements that are practically important and scientifically useful for open-world domains. Different tasks in different domains may or may not be affected by all the hierarchy levels in the same way, as shown in Figure 3.

We list these components in groups that define the intrinsic and extrinsic domain complexity levels. Each of these components has task-dependent and task-independent parts that we do not list separately here.

Note that all of these components will not be present for every domain. Also, some tasks will not interact with some of these components even if they exist in the domain.

3.1. Components that Define Intrinsic Domain Complexity

The intrinsic, agent-independent complexity is structural and can have many relevant levels of description for computer simulations and for the natural world. There are task-independent and task-dependent parts of the intrinsic domain complexity. The task-independent part defines the broad structure of the domain complexity, whereas the
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Figure 2: Components that define domain complexity are extrinsic, depending on the mental and physical skills of an OWL-agent, and intrinsic, independent of these skills. Components can then be characterized further in “environment,” “task solution,” “planning,” “goal,” “performance,” and “skills” spaces. These “spaces” can be further divided into single- and multiple- entities and complex phenomena.

Figure 3: Venn diagram for open-world novelty. Individual task domains can included hierarchy levels in different ways, such as how actions in Cart-Pole may include the player moving the cart where in Minecraft they may include enemy agents firing weapons. A given open-world task will include a subset of novelties within the space of possibilities defined by a hierarchy. Different tasks can overlap and intersect each other in terms of the types of novelties they are capable of including and how they can represent those novelties.

task-dependent part is based on which aspects of the available complexity in the domain are relevant to, or utilized in, a given task. The elements contributing to intrinsic domain complexity are divided into the “environment space,” which includes all elements of the environment, and the “task solution space,” which includes only those elements relevant to completing a given task within that environment.

3.1.1. Environment Space

The environment may comprise parameters/variables, data schema, tokens/observations, scale size, objects, states, or agents internal to the system. The categories of the novelty hierarchy (Table 1) represent the elements of an open-world environment space. The environment also comprises discrete entities (objects and agents), which can have static relationships with each other (relations) and dynamic interactions (interactions) that, in turn, can combine to create complex phenomena based on multiple relations and interactions, such as events. The complexity of the environment increases as the number of elements in each category, and the number of distinct attributes and representations for each element, increase.
Single entities: The fundamental elements for an environment are the single, discrete entities present in the space, such as objects, agents, and actions. In action domains, this would be the number of unique objects and agents in a task environment, (e.g., blocks, tools, and enemy units in Minecraft). In perception domains, this would be the number of classes (supervised learning) or the number of clusters (unsupervised learning). Each of these categories can be expanded to include more discrete classes, and instances of each class can have an increasing number of attributes and representations. In the AUV example, an underwater simulator may have only one type of fish, with a single color and a single, swim-forward action that must be avoided by a submersible. A more complex simulator may have hundreds of types of marine life, each performing multiple actions and having variable visual appearances. Note that these agents are internal to the domain’s system and are not the OWL agent, who is performing a task on the domain. Examples of agents that are internal in the domain are other players of a game, other drones in a swarm, or other sensors in the domain. Sensors that are internal in the domain would be, for example, a radar sensor that detects the OWL agent’s presence or movement.

Multiple entities: When multiple entities are present, new elements of the domain emerge, including static relationships and dynamic interactions. In the AUV example, in a less complex simulator, all fish may be the same size (relationship) and may swim in a straight line (interaction). In a more complex simulator, marine life may include very small and very large animals, and fish may swim in complex schooling and swarming patterns. These elements are, by definition, only present and observable when multiple entities are present in the environment. Similar to the single-entity categories, the relationship and interaction categories can have a growing number of discrete classes, attributes, and representations as domain complexity increases. For instance, new interactions can be added, such as animals following each other, eating each other, fighting with each other, etc. The attributes of existing relationships and interactions also can increase in complexity, such as the speed and intricacy of schooling behavior.

Complex phenomena: When multiple relations and interactions are present, complex phenomena can emerge within environments. Three examples of such complex phenomena are events, goals, and rules. Events: When multiple interactions occur in series based on entity relationships, events can take place (e.g., a fire spreading across trees based on their physical proximity relationships). Goals: the goals of agents in the environment also become discernible through the sequence of interactions the agent pursues within that environment. Rules: In real-world domains, and extensively in games, rules can be applied globally to define which relationships and interactions are permissible in the environment. Rules and constraints in the environment space reduce the size of the environment. These include the rules of a game, the number of states constrained by symmetry, the number of possible agent interactions, and the set of state transitions that are constrained by rules.

The following are some examples of rules: The rules of driving restrict which lanes can be used when driving in certain directions, the rules of Monopoly constrain spending by the amount of money the player has (0 money = 0 spending), and the rules of tic-tac-toe prevent a player from placing an X on a spot that already has an O. In AI simulations, real-world interactions or complex phenomena (e.g., a submersible requiring fuel to generate power) may be simulated as domain rules (e.g., an agent cannot issue move commands if its fuel level = 0).

For each category of elements that emerges with single entities, multiple entities, and complex phenomena, the number of distinct classes, distinct attributes, and distinct representations can be increased. Collectively, the scale and diversity of these elements determine the environment space.

3.1.2. Task Solution Space

The task solution space comprises the number and diversity of paths that can be taken to complete a task, whether in a real, open-world domain or in a simulator, where the available world states and action space are defined. This space increases in complexity as the set of possible state transitions increases and as the available paths for success become more complex (see example state transition graphs in Figure 4). In perception domains, the task solution space would also include the set of data-classification classes. The complexity of the task solution space is not dependent on the complexity of the environment, and the complexity of the environment may increase, decrease, or not impact the task solution space. For example, consider the domains of chess and a self-driving car in the real world. The environment of chess is quite limited, with a small number of unique objects and interactions, whereas the real world of the car may have thousands of unique objects, external agents, relationships, and interactions. If the task for the self-driving car is to move forward 1 meter, then this expansive environmental complexity has a minimal impact on the task. Furthermore, if the available action space includes a command to “move forward 1 meter,” then this task becomes trivial. Winning a game of chess against a challenging opponent, by comparison, would require much more computation and strategy, and would have a lower success percentage than the self-driving car’s task.
The number of possible paths, the set of possible agent interactions, and the restrictions on successful paths to
achieve a goal are the primary drivers of complexity in the task solution space. We can consider a maze task in a
grid environment: if the number of available paths increases from 2 to 10, then the complexity of the task solution
space will increase if there is only one correct path, but will not become more challenging if every available path leads
to the goal. Further, the addition of a new object class, such as a boulder, may increase the complexity of the maze
environment while decreasing the complexity of the task solution space by blocking off incorrect paths and reducing
the search space.

The task solution space defines the number of possible actions and the distribution of paths (number of paths,
number of intersections) through the state transition graph, the number and degree of dependencies and connections
between agents and state transitions, and the degree of available strategies (defined as the set of all possible decision
sequences through the environment, without violating any constraints). This set of paths can be represented as a state
transition graph as explored in Section 4 “Domain Representation.”

3.2. Components that Define Extrinsic Domain Complexity

The components of extrinsic domain complexity are defined by the OWL agent that is performing a task on this
domain. The extrinsic domain complexity depends on the skills of the OWL agent and the skills needed to perform the
tasks. This agent-dependent, extrinsic complexity is a physical and mental model of the OWL agent that has structural,
observational, and planning components and is a subset of full domain complexity (Figure 2).

3.2.1. Performance Space

Performance space is the agent-policy scoring function and the performance of the OWL agent acting on the
domain. These are the scoring of games, such as win/loss, win/loss/draw, or the range of score numbers. This would
also be the reward function in reinforcement learning. For example, the performance space of an AUV could be the
time taken to travel from point A to point B.

3.2.2. Goal Space

The goal space is the number of elements or the size of the possible goals in the domain. Some domains have only
one goal, e.g., to win, to destroy, or to move from point A to point B. Other domains can have multiple goals, e.g., to
win with the highest amount of money, to move from point A to B while having x amount of fuel left, or to avoid certain
actions (e.g., car: crashing, toll roads, flooded roads; aircraft: storm cloud or all clouds in VFR flight conditions). The
goal space includes the set of possible strategies, the number of goal states, and the set of all possible paths through
the state transition graph that end in a goal state. Not all domains have a goal space.

3.2.3. Planning Space

Planning space is the set of possible plans that can be generated. Planners are traditionally given as input: (1) a
goal, (2) a set of actions, and (3) an initial state. Many plans might accomplish the same goal, while a single plan might
accomplish multiple goals. The size of the set of possible plans defines the planning space. Not all domains have a
planning space.

3.2.4. Skills Space

These are the components that define the skills that an OWL agent would need to perform a task in a domain of
interest. They consist of physical and mental skills.

Physical skills (hardware): These are the physical abilities of the OWL agent — the hardware. If a rock is in the
moving agent’s path, it would be insignificant if the agent is a bulldozer robot, but it would be significant if the agent is
a vacuum-cleaner robot. Other characteristics include GPU, CPU, ROM/RAM, controller, type, number, accuracy, and
precision of sensors or activators. The AUV has sensors, such as a camera, a pressure sensor, a sound sensor, etc. As
another example, camera A might have only three (RGB) channels with a specific resolution, whereas another camera,
camera B might have hundreds of channels with courser resolution.

Mental skills (software): These are the software or knowledge, cognitive skills, and intuitive skills that an AI agent
needs for performing the task in the domain of interest. This would include the ability to learn, predict, plan, set up,
or follow goals. Other characteristics include the extension and complexity levels of interactions, actions, perception,
goal states, and events.
In summary, the described intrinsic and extrinsic components of the domain with the listed “spaces” define the complexity level of the domain. These components and the listed “spaces” will each be represented and estimated using the methods described in later Sections. The domain complexity level is expressed with a value for each “space” described above. Some of the “spaces” will not be applicable for some domains. Note that these components will have additional dimensions when we are considering a dynamic domain in which the complexity level becomes nonstationary. As the complexity level increases, the time scale will become more significant.

4. Domain Representation

The data science and perception domains versus the action and planning domains require different representation methods. The action and planning domains are often represented in form of state transition graphs. Whereas, for the perception and data science domains, the feature space provides a geometric representation for analyzing.

In this section, we briefly review the two fundamental domain representations for problems in action and planning domains and in data science and perception domains.

4.1. State Transition Space

A state transition graph provides a conceptual representation of the domain, including possible world states, possible actions or transitions in each state, and the consequences of those actions on the state. In addition, the graph can represent tasks within the domain by indicating the initial state, the set of states that satisfy the current task objective (goal states), and the possible paths that lead from the initial state to the goal state. State transitions may occur as the result of the agent’s own actions, opponents’ or allies’ actions, or external environmental actions.

State transitions are often illustrates as decision trees. Figure 4 shows the unique states in a state transition graph for the tic-tac-toe game. The starting point of an empty 3x3 board is on the top of the tree. Although the first move is anywhere on the nine spaces on the 3x3 board, the unique choices are only three, because the rest board positions are the transformations or symmetries of these unique three. The first move in the game therefore, gives three unique choices on the board, and the next move gives additional 12 unique options, as the left graph shows in Figure 4. Tracing a single path from the top of the state transition tree to the last layer (ply) provides one possible outcome of a game.

Figure 4: Visualization of the state transitions for the tic-tac-toe game unique moves as decision tree. Each layer in the tree represents a move on the 3x3 board of the tic-tac-toe game and each gray square is a state/position on the game’s board. The red and blue on the gray board shows the position of the two players. The left tree shows enlarged the starting and the first two states, that are the first two unique moves in the game. The right graph shows all the unique states of the tic-tac-toe game. The sequence of states formed by these possible moves is referred to as a search tree. Tracing a single path from the top of the search tree to the last layer or until a game is won or there is a tie, provides one possible outcome of a game. We can see after the initial position nine layers in the right figure, since the tic-tac-toe board has nine states/positions. The last layers have far fewer dots/positions because the game can be won without filling all the positions on the board.

This method of representing the domain allows us to characterize an AI action-and-planning task as identifying a potential path through the state space to the goal, successfully taking actions at each decision point to remain on an efficient, low-cost path that leads to the goal. This becomes more challenging as the complexity of the state transition graph increases; more states, more possible actions, very heterogeneous states and transitions, and sparser or more inaccessible goal paths all increase the difficulty of recognizing and maintaining an efficient, successful path to a goal state, which is to create a horizontal, vertical, or diagonal row of a player’s mark in the case of tic-tac-toe.
4.2. Feature Space

A feature space is an abstract space represented as an $n$-dimensional matrix of all possible values for a set of features that characterize the data of a task in a domain, where $n$ is the number of features, or parameters, that each represent an axis of the space. The spatial representation of data from perception and data science domains enables introducing the statistical “distance” and “closeness” that expresses similarity based on features.

Figure 5 on left depicts a small, 3-dimensional feature space for a simple data science or perception domain. As the number of features in a data science problem gets larger, the dimension of the feature space grows. Higher-dimensional tasks are computationally more difficult for common model-fitting techniques, such as clustering and regression. Also, as a given set of data is spread over a larger feature space, it generally grows more sparse and the distribution can become harder to characterize accurately.

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5:** Left: An example of a 3-dimensional feature space for a dataset containing three features/parameters. Each observation in the training dataset can be plotted as a point in this 3-dimensional space. Machine Learning algorithms then can characterize the distribution of points across this space (using clustering, regression, classification, or other techniques) so that they are able to make predictions about how new data points might fit in the existing distribution. Right: a feature space example from a perception domain. The figure shows an image of 5x5 pixels and n-channels.

Additionally, if the data is distributed more diversely across this space, then it can be difficult to characterize accurately; more diverse, outlying, or smaller subgroups of observations may not be classified correctly. Similarly to the inherent domain complexity due to the distribution of paths through the state transition graph, these are inherent difficulties with the data domain (feature space and training data distribution) that will have some impact on any classification or prediction task in that domain.

5. Complexity Measures

Complexity measures compress information; they transform sets of entities into a single number. During this process, information is condensed, and some information is subsequently lost. Therefore, we should not expect a one size fits all measure. Instead, we will consider several complexity measures. The wide variety of measures will allow us to pick the most appropriate measure for a specific context, as well as offering a universal view of the domain. We will describe the estimation of the complexity level of a domain with a combination of three measures: dimensionality, sparsity, and diversity. It is more accurate to say “estimate complexity level” than “measure,” since we cannot directly measure, but rather, we estimate a complexity level of a domain.

5.1. Dimensionality

In both classical AI and data science applications, dimensionality impacts the difficulty of completing tasks in the domain and is one of the key measurements for estimating domain complexity. For intrinsic domain complexity (agent-independent) estimation we want to find the answer to the question “How big is the problem space?” For extrinsic (agent-dependent) the question we want to answer is “How long/large is the decision sequence needed to arrive at success?”.

In classical AI, increasing the number of possible states (including increasing the environment size, the environment features, and the number of possible interactions with objects or external entities) increases the size of the state transition graph. Similarly, increasing the number of possible actions increases the breadth, or tree width, of the state
transition graph. Both increase the dimensionality of the environment space and significantly increase the complexity and difficulty of tasks that involve navigating the state transition graph to reach a goal state. If a given goal state is accessible only by very long paths (which require the agent to make a long series of correct decisions), then this increases the dimensionality of the task solution and performance spaces, the complexity of the domain, and the difficulty of reaching the goal. In action spaces, the dimensionality can be described as the possible number of “moves,” or positions, agent(s) can make within the space. For example, in the field of game complexity, the calculation of state transitions is used to provide the dimensionality of a game.

In data science, increasing the number of possible features or the number of possible values for each feature (for example, by increasing the set of possible objects or environment conditions) increases the size of the feature space and the domain complexity with respect to the environment. This increases the difficulty of fitting models to characterize the distribution of the training data across that space. As vocabularies increase, sensor resolution increases, or additional variables are added, the dimensionality of the data science problem increases, and the task difficulty increases as well. Meanwhile, as the number of possible classes or prediction values increases, the set of possible parameterizations for fitting the model to the feature space can increase exponentially, increasing the complexity with regard to task solution and performance.

Measuring game complexity is often described in two ways: state-space complexity and game-tree complexity. We estimated the dimensionality for several case study domains described in Section 6 using these measures. Because the calculation results are usually very large numbers, we are using the ceiling of the logarithm to base 10 of each, so the results are easier to compare.

To calculate the state-space complexity, we need to know the board size, which is the number of unique positions on the game board. For example, a chess board has a board size of 64. The upper bound dimensionality is the environment space (Figure 2), and the state space complexity is the task solutions space of the domain described in Section 3.1.2. The upper bound is typically larger than the actual task solution space because it is not constrained by the task-related rules. When the rules are taken into consideration, the solution space reduces in size. (Mathematics Stack Exchange (b))

The game-tree complexity (GTC) value itself relies on two approximate auxiliary values: the branching factor and the average game length. A possible formula to calculate GTC is as follows (Wikipedia):

\[ GTC \geq \log_{10}(b^d) \]  

where \( b \) is the branching factor, and \( d \) is the number of plies in an average game. It is important to note that game tree complexity is an approximate value. Small changes to either the calculation of the branching factor or average game length can affect the complexity value by a significant factor. Other possible formulae have been adapted to measure GTC based on the number of possible position options at a given ply, which may work better for games where the branching factor is continually changing (Yong and Yong (2019)).

The board size, state space complexity, and size of the feature space matrix are dimensionality estimates of intrinsic domain complexity. The GTC with the average game length and branching factor are measures of the extrinsic domain complexity and are OWL agent dependent.

In data science and perception domains, the environment space size (Figure 2), or the upper bound is the number of pixels in imagery multiplied by the number of channels or the number of parameters, the number of classes in the dataset, and the number of pixel values. This is the size of the feature space matrix. Since these can be very big numbers, we use the ceiling of the logarithm to base 10 here as well. However, this formula does not take into account the task of the domain and the related constraints.

\[ D_{\text{upperbound}} = \log_{10}(\#\text{pixels} * \#\text{channels} * \#\text{classes} * \#\text{pixelValues} * \#\text{images}) \]  

Dimensionality of a domain can be estimated using other methods, such as using covariance matrices of embedded time series signal and Gaussian random process (Carroll and Byers 2017), or calculating fractal dimensionality when scale is an important factor (Flake 1998; Feldman 2012).

5.2. Sparsity

Sparsity relates to the rarity of successful strategies, or how thinly distributed is the information necessary to make successful decisions. This is related to how difficult it is to develop successful strategies and to perform well. Hurley and Rickard (2009) describe sparsity of an information array as “small number of coefficients contain a large
proportion of the energy.” Increased sparsity can increase bias. More sparsity implies less usable information which requires more complicated methods for solving a task optimally. This is why an understanding of sparsity and how it is measured is necessary for properly assessing the level of complexity of a domain. For intrinsic domain complexity (agent-independent) estimation we want to find the answer to the question “How thinly spread out is the information?”. For extrinsic (agent-dependent) the question we want to answer is “What proportion of the possible attempts lead to success?”. 

In classical AI action domains, both the sparsity of paths that lead through the state space and the rarity of successful paths to the goal impact the complexity with regard to the task solution space and the performance space (see Figure 4). When most states can be accessed through only a very small number of paths, the state space is more difficult to navigate and the domain is less forgiving of suboptimal decisions. It is easy to unintentionally enter a state from which the goal is no longer accessible. Significantly more memory or computation may be required to identify the optimal path correctly throughout the entirety of execution.

In data science and perception domains, a sparsely distributed training dataset, especially when spread across a large feature space, significantly increases complexity with regard to the task solution space and performance. When there are many classes or prediction values that only have a few observations in the training data (i.e., many classes appear rarely in the training data) and when the training data in general is spread sparsely throughout a large dimensional feature space, there will be many modeling solutions with similar fit (given this minimal information), making it challenging to model the data distribution meaningfully in a way that supports accurate predictions.

Hurley and Rickard (2009) describe six characteristics of a good sparsity measure. These are 1) Robin Hood: sparsity is decreased when data concentrated in smaller regions of the space are spread to larger regions of the space. 2) Scaling: scaling all of the data by a constant factor does not affect sparsity. 3) Rising Tide: adding a large value to all the data decreases sparsity. 4) Cloning: an exact copy of the data has the same sparsity as the original. 5) Bill Gates: as one piece of data becomes larger, sparsity is increased, and infinite value on one piece of data leads to maximum sparsity. 6) Babies: works in the opposite way as the Bill Gates attribute. Introduction of new data with minimal value increases sparsity. The last two attributes (Bill Gates and Babies) work on the idea of adding maximum and minimum values to a set of data increasing the sparsity.

Knowing these six conditions of a good sparsity measure, Hurley and Rickard (2009) studied different measures to see how well they satisfied each one of the six conditions of a good sparsity measure. They found that the pq-mean \((p \leq 1, q > 1)\) and the Gini Index are the only measures to satisfy all six conditions. The Gini Index is an indicator for when sources are separable, a property which itself relies on sparsity and it does not require the definition of a null value. Its equation is:

\[
S_{\text{Gini}} = 1 - 2 \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{c(k)}{\|\vec{c}\|_1} \left( \frac{N - k + \frac{1}{2}}{N} \right)
\]

for ordered data, \(c(1) \leq c(2) \leq ... \leq c(N)\) (3)

where \(c\) is an array of information with \(N\) elements. Hurley and Rickard (2009) noted that the Gini Index was originally proposed in economics as a measure of the inequality of wealth and is still studied. In signal processing language this concept is referred to as “efficiency of representation” or “sparsity.” We considered and applied the Gini Index as a measure of sparsity to the case study datasets described in section 6.

5.3. Diversity

We refer to diversity as the importance of information across the given domain components. Problems that include more diversity generally require more information and, therefore, more complicated solutions to address correctly. For intrinsic domain complexity (agent-independent) estimation we want to find the answer to the question “How easy/difficult is it to summarize the information?”. For extrinsic (agent-dependent) the question we want to answer is “How high is the level of ambiguity in distinguishing good choices from bad ones?”.

Classical AI action problems have a very diverse state space (environment space) in which different states often have different possible action sets, where the same action may produce very different transitions, depending on the feature values of the current state. These action or planning problems have an increased complexity with regard to the task solution and the performance space as they require more information to navigate successfully. This often occurs in contexts in which a diverse set of skills is required to navigate the state space. Domains with high skill-set complexity will have high diversity.
In data science and perception domains, diversity in the feature space is when different features have very different properties with respect to the data distribution, for example, combining data from different sensors in cases with high skill-set complexity. Additionally, classes or prediction values, which reflect very diverse subgroups in the data, may be more difficult to model efficiently and accurately.

Over the past half century statisticians, ecologists, economists and computer scientists proposed a variety of diversity measures. We distinguish between four types of diversity measures: variation, entropy, attribute, and distance measures.

**Variation:** When the variation of the distribution of the task in a domain is higher, the diversity is higher, and so is the complexity level of the domain. We can capture variation with distribution. The most common measure of variation is the statistical variance, and it is the average square distance to the mean. The problem is, that the variance only works for numerical values.

**Entropy:** The Shannon Entropy (referring to as entropy): \( -\sum p_i \log_2 p_i \) where \( p_i \) is the probability of \( i \) discrete random variables (events) of the task in the domain. Uniform probability yields maximum uncertainty and therefore maximum entropy of the task in the observed domain. With \( i = N \) uniform probabilities \( p \), the maximum Entropy \( H_{max} \) will be \( H_{max} = -\log_2 1/N \). In order to be able to compare entropies of different domains, we normalize the Shannon Entropy by dividing with the maximum entropy for that domain:

\[
H_{normalized} = \frac{H}{H_{max}} = \frac{-\sum p_i \log_2 p_i}{\log_2 N}
\]

The entropy measures the variability of the elements within a distribution. It is the only indicator that is continuous, monotonic, linear in the \( p_i \) and supports properties of symmetry and additivity. It quantifies the number of questions one needs to ask to identify an element within a distribution: more questions, means more variability, which means higher complexity level of the domain. To take different types of entities into account we use entropy estimation. The entropy captures the evenness of a distribution across types. As the distribution is more even, there is higher entropy. The highest entropy in the domain is when the distribution is entirely even, and all the probabilities \( p_i \) are equal. The highest diversity is however, when the entropy is between its domain maximum and zero value. When the distribution is maximally skewed the entropy will be close to zero. Therefore, lower entropy means a higher diversity level of the domain and the highest diversity level is when normalized entropy is close to 0.5.

When calculating entropy, we need to pay attention to how we define probability \( p \) and what bin size we choose. Different bin sizes of a distribution will result in different entropy. When comparing different domains, it is important to aware this fact and use the same principle of defining the probabilities and the same bin sizes for domains.

Entropy is great for estimating diversity level, however, it fails to take into account the difference between the types. Evenly distributed similar types will have higher entropy than uneven distributed very different types. For this reason, we want to use the statistical distance and attribute measures as well.

**Statistical Distance Function:** The Distance function measures the assumed pre-existing statistical distance between pairs of types. The distance function estimates diversity by adding up all the distances between the members of the set and take an average. The more distance, the more diversity there is going to be.

**Attribute:** Attribute measures are the second way to identify type level differences. This measure identifies the attributes of each type in the set, and then counts up the total number of unique attributes. More attributes implies a higher diversity level, which in turns means a higher complexity level. To take into account the different aspects of diversity we need to use the combination of these measures.

5.4. **Agent-Based Extrinsic Measures**

The above dimensions define the spaces in which an agent resides in order to solve tasks in the domain. One way to identify relationships across these spaces is to define a class of agents from the skills space to solve a task and to compare the minimal complexity of an agent from the class that is capable of achieving different points in the performance space. Pereyda and Holder (2020) proposed a measure of task complexity that is defined as the sum of complexities of minimal-complexity agents capable of achieving the possible range of performance scores for the task. For example, Figure 6 depicts the complexity of a deep Q-learning agent in terms of the number of layers necessary to achieve half (0.5) and full (1.0) performance on the Cartpole task (balancing a pole on a cart by pushing the cart left and right), in which the agent is trained on one setting of gravity and is tested on another (to mimic the open-world novelty of a change in gravity). As the figure shows, more complex agents are needed to achieve higher performance,
especially on tasks for which gravity increases, but less so when gravity decreases. These agent-based extrinsic results allow us to evaluate the complexity of tasks and provide insights into the intrinsic domain complexity.

Figure 6: Minimum number of layers needed by DQN agent to achieve (left) 50% performance (pole balanced for 100 seconds) and (right) 100% performance (pole balanced for 200 seconds) on tasks in which the agent is trained on one value of gravity but is tested on another value.

6. Case Study Results

Here we demonstrate the domain complexity level estimates on several cases from action, perception, and data science domains.

6.1. Tic-Tac-Toe and Qubic (Action Domains)

Tic-tac-toe is a two-player game on a 3x3 grid where players take turns marking the spaces with an X or O. A player wins by filling in a complete row, or line. There are eight possible winning lines. Winning lines are three horizontal lines, three vertical lines, and two diagonal lines. The game can also result in a draw, with all nine spaces being filled with no winning row. While traditional tic-tac-toe is in two dimensions, Qubic is a three-dimensional version of tic-tac-toe with a 4x4x4 grid. Qubic can be played by three players, but for the purpose of this study, the focus was on two-player games. Qubic is a more complex game with seventy-six possible winning combinations. On each of the four planes, there are 4 horizontal, 4 vertical, and 2 diagonal winning lines. Spanning all four planes, there are 8 diagonal-vertical, 8 diagonal-horizontal, 16 straight-line, and 4 diagonal winning lines. Qubic can also end in a draw.

**Dimensionality** Both games are classic examples of combinatorial games, where players alternate turns until a player wins or the game ends in a draw. For tic-tac-toe, an upper bound of the state-space complexity is given by $3^9 = 19,683$ transitions, which represents the three possible options for each cell of the 3x3 board during each play - X, O, or empty. Similarly with Qubic, an upper bound is given by $3^{64} = 3.43 \times 10^{30}$ transitions. However, these upper bounds include illegal plays (i.e., games where the board is filled in only with X’s, or games with uneven X’s and O’s given the amount of turns played). Since these games are combinatorial, the formula below utilizes combinatorics to find the approximate state-space complexity (SSC) of both games (Mathematics Stack Exchange (a)):

$$SSC = \sum_{i=1}^{P} \binom{N^D}{\lfloor \frac{i+1}{2} \rfloor} \times \left( N^D - \left\lfloor \frac{i+1}{2} \right\rfloor \right) \left\lfloor \frac{i}{2} \right\rfloor$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $N$ is the dimensions of a single board (3 x 3, for example), $D$ is the dimensions of the entire board (2-D, for example), $i$ is the ply (or turn) of the game, and $P$ is the total number of plies (states). $\lfloor \frac{i+1}{2} \rfloor$ represents Player 1 (typically X), and $\lfloor \frac{i}{2} \rfloor$ represents Player 2 (typically O). For each turn or ply, the formula calculates the number of possible position combinations between the players. For example, if looking at the second ply, then X has one position on the board, and there are 8 remaining spots for O to possibly fill.
This formula only provides an approximation of the number of state transitions, as there are still a few instances of illegal plays included in the combinations. Some of the combinations include games were an extra position is filled, even after the game has ended. However, the approximation is close enough to provide a state-space complexity value. Taking the base-10 log of the total number of state transitions provides complexity values of 3 and 30 for tic-tac-toe and Qubic, respectively.

The game tree complexity of tic-tac-toe can be computed by assuming that the average game length is 9 plays. The majority of tic-tac-toe games end in a tie, thus 9 total moves. The branching factor changes with each turn of a player, starting from 9 to 8 to 7, and so on. With a branching factor of $9 - i$ at level $i$, there are $9! = 362880$ terminal nodes. Taking the base-10 log of this value gives the game tree complexity value of 5. Similarly with Qubic, we assume an average game length of 20 moves, and the branching factor is $64 - i$ at level $i$. Since the average length of a game of Qubic is not the same as the total number of possible plays allowed (64), the game tree complexity is calculated as $\frac{64!}{44!}$. We divide by $44!$ to eliminate the plays longer than 20 moves. Since $\frac{64!}{44!} \approx 10^{34}$, the game tree complexity value for Qubic is 34.

**Sparsity** Board games, such as tic-tac-toe and Qubic, are played on a matrix-like board where players fill in a square or point. For an action space such as a board game, we can consider the number of pieces on the board as well as their proximity to each other. (Iqbal and Yaacob (2008)) As shown with Equation 3, it is possible to evaluate an array of information with N elements. To utilize this formula, a matrix would be created for each possible position on the board (for either tic-tac-toe or Qubic) to calculate the sparsity. (Hurley and Rickard (2009)) However, in practice, this does require a large number matrices to be created. For tic-tac-toe, nearly 6,000 possible positions would have to be accounted for. For Qubic, the number is even higher.

**Diversity** We calculated the entropy for the tic-tac-toe from the number of unique states in each ply of the state transition space using equation 4. The normalized entropy for tic-tac-toe is 0.3959. It shows the diversity level of unique moves that can be taken in the game.

### 6.2. CartPole 2D and CartPole 3D (Action Domains)

The classic two-dimensional CartPole domain Brockman, Cheung, Pettersson, Schneider, Schulman, Tang and Zaremba (2016) (see Figure 7) consists of a cart that moves left and right along a track with a pole attached to the cart that can swing left and right. The agent can push the cart left or right with the goal of keeping the pole balanced. The CartPole2D domain typically provides the cart’s position $x$ and velocity $\dot{x}$ along with the pole’s angle $\theta$ and angular velocity $\dot{\theta}$. The CartPole2D world model further defines a set of parameters for each instantiation of the world. The cart can vary in size $S$ and mass $M_c$, the track can vary in length $L_t$, the pole can vary in length $L_p$ and mass $M_p$, gravity $G$ and track friction $F_t$ can vary, and the push force $F_p$ can vary.

![CartPole 2D](image)

**Figure 7:** The classic two-dimensional CartPole domain (left) and the three-dimensional version (right).

The three-dimensional CartPole domain Boult, Windesheim, Zhou, Pereyda and Holder (2022) (see Figure 7) increases the complexity over the CartPole2D domain by allowing the cart to move in two dimensions, the pole to move in three dimensions, and the introduction of balls that move around in the three-dimensional environment. The agent can push the cart in the $\pm x$ and $\pm y$ directions. The CartPole3D domain provides the cart’s position $(x, y)$ and velocity $(\dot{x}, \dot{y})$, the pole’s Euler angles $(yaw \ \theta_y$, pitch $\theta_p$, roll $\theta_r)$ and angular velocity $(\dot{\theta}_y, \dot{\theta}_p, \dot{\theta}_r)$, and each ball’s position...
(x_i, y_i, z_i) and velocity (\dot{x}_i, \dot{y}_i, \dot{z}_i). The CartPole3D world model parameters include the cart’s size and mass, the pole’s length and mass, ball size and mass, world dimensions, gravity, floor friction, and push force.

**Dimensionality** The game complexity measures (Wikipedia) are designed for the analysis of static, discrete games (e.g., board games), so their application to continuous, real-time domains requires some modification. First, there is the obvious need to discretize the continuous attributes of the domain. For example, the CartPole2D cart position x over a track length \( L_t = 10 \) can be defined in terms of discrete positions \{-5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5\}. The choice of precision is somewhat arbitrary, but is guided by the need to distinguish world states relevant to the domain’s main task goal of balancing the cart. Lower precision (e.g., \{left, middle, right\}) may render the control problem impossible, while higher precision (e.g., \{-5.000, -4.999, -4.998, …\}) may result in redundant subsets of states that are indistinguishable from each other. The second modification involves the dynamic nature of real-time worlds, where the objects in the world are moving continuously and the agent is interacting with the world continuously. So, there is no notion of a “ply” in which the world remains static while the agent deliberates. In simulated real-time domains, this issue is typically addressed by advancing the world for a fixed amount of time (i.e., “game tick”) and then pausing the world while the agent deliberates and returns a discrete action. This discretization of the world-agent interaction impacts the definitions of game-tree complexity and average game length, since these measures require a discrete transition between states.

The third modification to the game complexity scenario when applied to real-time domains is the definition of terminal states. In a board game, the terminal states are typically those that result in a win or loss for the agent. While a real-time game can have well-defined terminal states (e.g., the pole angle has exceeded some threshold), the CartPole domains typically have a fixed time limit, such that if the time limit is exceeded with the pole still balanced, the agent “wins” and the game terminates. But the goal could also be defined as keeping the pole balanced indefinitely. This terminal state issue further complicates the definitions of game-tree complexity and average game length, since these measures require a well-defined set of terminal states.

Given the above qualifications for real-time domains, we can apply the game complexity measures to the CartPole domains. For CartPole2D, we make the following assumptions about the domain’s definitions. Items 1-7 pertain to a particular instance of the CartPole2D domain, and items 8-11 pertain to the definition of a world state.

1. Cart size and mass each range over 10 possible values.
2. Pole length and mass each range over 10 possible values.
3. The push force ranges over 10 possible values.
4. Gravity and friction each range over 10 possible values.
5. The length of the track ranges over 10 possible values.
6. There are 2 actions that are always applicable.
7. The maximum game time is 100 game ticks.
8. The cart’s position x ranges over 100 possible values.
9. The cart’s velocity \( \dot{x} \) ranges over 100 possible values.
10. The pole’s angle \( \theta \) ranges over 100 possible values.
11. The pole’s angular velocity \( \dot{\theta} \) ranges over 10 possible values.

Based on these assumptions, we can compute the game complexity measures for CartPole2D, as shown in Table 2. Board size has no real analogue in real-time games, but we can estimate the board size as the number of different positions of the cart \( 10^2 \), assuming the pole angle and both velocities are initially zero. A state is defined by the position and velocity of the cart and pole \((x, \dot{x}, \theta, \dot{\theta})\). Thus, the number of states is \( 100 \times 100 \times 10 = 10^6 \), and the state-space complexity is \( \log_{10} 10^6 = 6 \). The space of game trees is bounded by the number of actions (2) at each game tick, the minimum number of game ticks leading to a loss (pole angle out of range), and the maximum number of game ticks leading to a win (100). The minimum number of game ticks depends on the values of the initial state and the capabilities of the agent, but an immediate loss is possible, which results in a minimum game ticks of 2. Thus, the space of game trees can be defined as \( \sum_{i=1}^{100} 2^i = 2^{101} - 2 \). Thus, the game-tree complexity is \( \log_{10} (2^{101} - 2) = 30.4 \).

The average game length also depends on the initial state and the capabilities of the agent, but we can estimate the average game length as half of the maximum game ticks, or 50. Finally, the branching factor is fixed at 2.

The above measures apply to a particular instance of the game world, but we are also interested in the space of games, since an agent that adapts to novelty can encounter any of these possible games. Assuming the number of
Table 2
Game complexity measures for CartPole2D and CartPole3D domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>CartPole2D</th>
<th>CartPole3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Board size</td>
<td>10²</td>
<td>10¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-space complexity</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game-tree complexity</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average game length</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching factor</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game-space complexity</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

actions and game time is fixed, we can define the game-space complexity as the product of items 1-5 above, which is $10^8$. If we further consider the possible initial states, then there is an additional factor of $10^6$, for a game space size of $10^{14}$. Using the log base 10 for this measure as well, the game space complexity = 14.

For CartPole3D, we make the following assumptions about the domain’s definitions. Items 1-9 pertain to a particular instance of the CartPole3D domain, and items 10-15 pertain to the definition of a world state.

1. Cart size and mass each range over 10 possible values.
2. Pole length and mass each range over 10 possible values.
3. Ball size and mass each range over 10 possible values.
4. The number of balls has 5 possible values (0-4).
5. The push force ranges over 10 possible values.
6. Gravity and friction each range over 10 possible values.
7. The size of the world ranges over 10 possible values.
8. There are 4 actions that are always applicable.
9. The maximum game time is 100 game ticks.
10. The cart’s position $(x, y)$ each range over 100 possible values.
11. The cart’s velocity $(\dot{x}, \dot{y})$ each range over 10x10 possible values.
12. The pole’s angles $(\theta_y, \theta_p, \theta_r)$ each range over 100 possible values.
13. The pole’s angular velocities $(\dot{\theta}_y, \dot{\theta}_p, \dot{\theta}_r)$ each range over 10 possible values.
14. Each ball’s position $(x_i, y_i, z_i)$ each range over 100 possible values.
15. Each ball’s velocity $(\dot{x}_i, \dot{y}_i, \dot{z}_i)$ each range over 10 possible values.

Based on these assumptions, we can compute the game complexity measures for CartPole3D, as shown in Table 2. We can estimate the board size as the number of different positions of the cart ($100^2$) and a single ball ($100^3$), assuming the pole angles and all velocities are initially zero. A state is defined by the position and velocity of the cart, pole and balls $(x, y, \dot{x}, \dot{y}, \theta_y, \theta_p, \theta_r, x_i, y_i, z_i, \dot{x}_i, \dot{y}_i, \dot{z}_i)$.

Assuming one ball, the number of states is $100^2 \times 10^2 \times 100^3 \times 10^3 \times 100^3 \times 10^3 = 10^{24}$, and the state-space complexity is $\log_{10} 10^{24} = 24$. The space of game trees is bounded by the number of actions (4) at each game tick, the minimum number of game ticks leading to a loss (pole angle out of range), and the maximum number of game ticks leading to a win (100). The minimum number of game ticks depends on the values of the initial state and the capabilities of the agent, but an immediate loss is possible, which results in a minimum game ticks of 2. Thus, the space of game trees can be defined as $\sum_{i=1}^{100} 4^i = (4^{101} - 4)/3$, and the game-tree complexity is $\log_{10} (4^{101} - 4)/3 = 60.3$. The average game length also depends on the initial state and the capabilities of the agent, but we can estimate the average game length as half of the maximum game ticks, or 50. Finally, the branching factor is fixed at 4.

For game space complexity, assuming the number of actions and game time is fixed, we can define the game-space complexity as the product of items 1-7 above, which is $4 \times 10^{10}$. If we further consider the possible initial
Table 3
Sparsity table using a Monte Carlo approximation to estimate the set of solutions divided by the set of possible spaces, with our experimentally determined action limit.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cartpole2D</th>
<th>Cartpole2D-G</th>
<th>Cartpole3D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sparsity</td>
<td>0.1171</td>
<td>0.1118</td>
<td>0.054</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

states, then there is an additional factor of 4x10^{16}, for a game space size of 1.6x10^{27} and game space complexity \( \log_{10} 1.6 \times 10^{27} = 27.2 \).

For our comparison of sparsity and diversity we are introducing a variation on the Cartpole2D domain which we are labeling Cartpole2D-G. Cartpole2D-G is the exact same as Cartpole2D, except for a significant increase in the gravity of the domain. We are increasing gravity from the standard \( 9.8 \frac{m}{s^2} \) to 250.0 \( \frac{m}{s^2} \). Previous experimentation has shown an approximate 50% decrease in average performance of a DQN based solution between Cartpole2D and Cartpole2D-G.

**Sparsity**

Analytical: We can calculate the sparsity of a domain by calculating the space of available action sequences that result in a success, as defined by the domain. For most domains this is largely incalculable, but for Cartpole this is straightforward. We can determine the maximum number of consistent constant actions (e.g., how many push left actions in a row) before the pole falls over for each variation. This results in the maximum number of constant actions that can be applied while remaining in the solution path. For the three domains Cartpole2D, Cartpole2D-G, and Cartpole3D we found the constant action limit to be 9.37, 9.22, and 10.6 respectively. We can calculate the solution space for each of these domains by considering the action limit and actions that would in a successful game (e.g., pole remains balanced for 200 time steps). For Cartpole2D there are only two opposite actions, so an action either moves the path one step closer or one step further from the solution space. For Cartpole3D this same idea is applied, however in two directions. While the orthogonal actions are not independent of each other, the approximation is still useful for determining sparsity. The size of the solution space is then divided by the total number of possible paths to determine the sparsity of the domain. The sizes of the solution space and games space was determined through a Monte Carlo approximation. This approximation along with our constant action limits were combined to generate the final sparsity values in Table 3. Here we see that the sparsity of Cartpole2D-G is slightly lower than CartPole2D-G, while both are significantly higher than CartPole3D.

Experimental: For this method we train a large population of DQN based AI systems. The shapes of these agents are thirty-two nodes across six layers, and the corresponding input and output sizes based on the domain used. Each agent was trained for a fixed number of domain interactions (100,000) instead of waiting until convergence. The goal of this method is to demonstrate the probability of finding a certain performance achieved given a fixed time. With this fixed length searching, we can generate a population of performances and apply the Gini Equation 3. We believe this to be analogous to the definition of sparsity previously discussed. The results of this experimentation can be observed in Figure 8. We observe that the Gini-based sparsities for CartPole2D and CartPole2D-G are similarly close, while the sparsity for CartPole3D is significantly lower.

**Diversity** We measure the diversity of the CartPole domains using entropy, which is calculated as follows. We gathered 20,000 samples of every feature-action pairing for all three domains. This was done using random action sampling within the selected domain. We then normalized and discretized the feature data into 256 bins for each feature in the domain. This creates a probability distribution over each individual feature and over the actions. We then summed the resulting Shannon entropy over all features and separately for the actions. The resulting (feature, action) The entropies for the domains are (20.556, 0.999), (17.626, 1.0) (99.999, 2.322), for Cartpole2D, Cartpole2D-G, and Cartpole3D respectively. Again, we see similar values for Cartpole2D and Cartpole2D-G, but much higher diversity for Cartpole3D.

6.3. Monopoly (Action Domain)

Monopoly is a zero-sum game of four players, where the goal is to acquire ‘properties’ on the board in a strategic manner. The game was first patented in 1935, and has been published in many versions around the world. The rules
are similar across all of these versions. While there is considerable stochasticity in the game (players move around by rolling dice in turn), it is also a test of decision making under conditions of uncertainty. Because it has many small details, a realistic simulator for Monopoly was lacking until recently.

Similar to Poker and other games that are played under uncertainty, in Monopoly (i) players making sub-optimal decisions can win the game due to luck, (ii) optimal decision-making is no guarantee of a win. Indeed, even in tournament versions of Monopoly, well-meaning strategies yield 50-80% probability of winning, compared to an average of 25% (which is necessarily the case in a 4-person zero-sum game with one winner). In terms of the six space components:

Environment space: Monopoly has a non-trivial number of entities and complex phenomena. In addition to the four players, there is also a Bank in the background that originally owns all the properties and gives players a constant amount of money each time they pass Go. There are also properties, houses, hotels, chance and community cards, a jail, and dice. Some of these entities are governed by stochasticity. The rules and relations governing how these entities interact are complex, and in the original game, hard to always remember. Events and goals can play out over long time horizons. For example, a player may make certain moves with a goal in mind that only materializes (with some probability) after a certain number of moves.

Task solution space: Monopoly has a large task solution space even at an intuitive level. There are multiple routes to winning a game, although some are more probable than others. What makes the task solution space particularly complex is its stochastic nature: there is no guarantee of a win, even when a hypothetical agent is playing well against other ‘worse’ players. Because there are three ‘other’ players involved, the extrinsic domain complexity of Monopoly is arguably higher than its intrinsic complexity, when the three other players can be treated as environmental entities, similar to the more static properties and cards. The skills needed for Monopoly include decision making, cooperation, understanding of tradeoffs, temporality (e.g., should I trade a property now with another player or wait?) and high adaptiveness (depending on the behavior of the other players). However, Monopoly does not require physical skills in a computational environment, or even a knowledge of physics. The other spaces (goal, performance and planning) are complex because of their interconnectedness to the other three players. Against relatively simple and non-adaptive opponents, an agent may not have to plan as carefully, and manage to win even within a limited performance space. Against highly adaptive agents, the spaces expand significantly.

In evaluating these measures for Monopoly, we adopt commonsense definitions and assumptions, where applicable. Because there are many small details in the game, we focus on the main elements of the game for our calculations.

**Dimensionality** Although the board size for Monopoly is only 40 (as there are 40 unique positions on a Monopoly gameboard), the environment space complexity is very high and can only be approximately calculated as follows. First, ignoring all other parameters, we know that each of the four players can occupy any one of the 40 board positions at
a given point of time. Hence, there are $40^4$ or $2.56 \times 10^6$ environmental states even if all rules and events are ignored. Second, we consider the ‘ownership’ of properties on the Monopoly board. There are 28 properties (including railroads and utilities) that can be owned. Note, however, that properties can be owned by the Bank (which is another way of saying they are owned by none of the players). Since any one of five entities (the four players and the Bank) must own a given property at a given point of time, there are $3.73 \times 10^{19} \approx 5^{28}$ ownership-based environmental states. Ownership of properties is independent of where the players are located; hence, using only these two aspects of the game, we obtain $9.5 \times 10^{25}$ environmental states. Third, we take into account the cash owned by the players. In most modern editions of the game, the total amount of money that is available to be distributed (or in the bank) is $\sim 20,000$. To calculate an upper bound, we assume that a player could own between 0 and 20,000. We also have to take the Bank into account as a fifth money-owning entity. This yields $\sim 20,000$ states for each of the five entities, yielding an upper bound of $20,000^5 = 32 \times 10^{20}$ states. Multiplying by $9.5 \times 10^{25}$ we obtain $3.04 \times 10^{47}$ states. This is still not an upper bound since we have not taken into account ‘minor’ aspects of the game such as ownership of the ‘get out of jail free’ cards, improvements of properties with houses and hotels, mortgage status of properties, and bankruptcy status of players. These considerations are not independent of the three aspects above. However, the most important of these affecting the environment space are the improvement status of properties and the mortgage status of properties.

To calculate the latter, consider that each of the 28 properties can be mortgaged or unmortgaged. Hence, there are $2^{28} = 2.7 \times 10^9$ mortgage-related states. Considering improvement, an obvious upper-bound calculation is that each one of the 22 real-estate properties could be (i) unimproved, (ii) improved with 1, 2, 3 or 4 houses, (iii) improved with a hotel. Hence, there are six states possible for each of these properties, yielding $6^{22} = 1.32 \times 10^{17}$ states. Multiplying all of this, we find that the number of possible environment states well exceeds $10^{72}$. Taking minor aspects of the game into account, a reasonable upper bound of the environment space for the full game is $\sim 10^{80}$.

The task solution space for Monopoly is similar to the environment space: a good upper bound assumption is that each of the environment space positions is, in fact, reachable from the initial position when all players are at Go with 1500 in starting cash, and with all ownable properties owned by the Bank.

Unlike the environment space complexity, it is more feasible to calculate a prototypical (most likely to occur during much of the game) for the branching factor in Monopoly. To do so, we rely on the dice. Suppose we are in an environment space E. A single player will roll the dice on the next move. There are 12 possibilities (11 dice sums, but the player could be in jail, and unable to move). Hence, the branching factor is simply 12. The reason that this is somewhat of a ‘prototypical’ bound is that players could trade with one another, buy and improve properties, engage in auctioneering, and so on. These would also be represented as branches because they will potentially change the game state (although not always e.g., a state will not change if a player offers a trade to another player, but the second player refuses; hence, nothing would change as a consequence). In principle, a player could offer many trades, improve properties etc. in a single move. In practice, there is usually a limit, and this limit is far below 12. Hence, the best branching factor to assume for Monopoly is 12.

Determining the average game length is an empirical question for Monopoly as the theoretical upper bound on game length is infinite. According to Board & Card Games (2022), an average game lasts around 30 turns per player, which would yield a total of 120 turns. Each ‘turn’ has the potential to change the current environment state. Therefore, from a game-tree standpoint, the average game length is 120 ‘edges’ in the tree. An alternative way is to calculate the average number of dice rolls per game (which is around 200 per Casino (2022)) but we believe that the former is a better estimate of average game length.

**Sparsity** There are two viable ways to determine the level of ‘sparsity’ in Monopoly. If we represent Monopoly as a matrix, where environment spaces are on the two dimensions of the matrix, and we query the probability of going from one (arbitrarily selected) environment space to another arbitrarily selected environment space, the answer would generally be near-zero if we assume that all players are playing with the goal to win.

A second, less restrictive, method is to assume that the ‘agent’ can change its goal: instead of getting to a winning state, the agent may be trying to get to an arbitrarily selected environment state as its newly selected goal. If we assume that the game has been played for a few turns and that the agent is in the lead (which would have around 25% probability if the agents are evenly matched), there is some probability that this ‘winning’ agent has more control over the board and is in a better negotiating position than the other agents. An upper bound, therefore (with evenly matched agents), is 25%. The sparsity of Monopoly would then range from 0 to 25%, but in a realistic game would be much closer to 0. Intuitively, this is because a non-trivial part of the game is determined by elements that are outside the agent’s control, including the other agents’ strategies and the stochastic elements in the environment (the roll of the dice). Once a few
die rolls have occurred, and all the players have taken at least one full journey around the board, the set of paths through the game-tree to winning (for any given player) is significantly constrained, leading to naturally sparse solutions.

**Diversity**  Entropy is the best measure of computing complexity of Monopoly along the dimension of diversity. To calculate the entropy of Monopoly from an agent-dependent perspective, we assume a ‘fixed’ agent that represents a bundle of strategies, playing against other agents with bundles of strategies. If we assume that all agents are heterogeneous and competitive, and that our ‘fixed’ agent does not have any competitive a priori advantage, then the zero-sum nature of Monopoly ensures an entropy of 1.0. Technically, the game is not purely zero-sum as the ‘order’ of the players (e.g., the first player to roll the dice has an advantage) can make a small difference. But since the order is also determined randomly, the game still becomes zero-sum overall.

However, suppose that we do have a competitive advantage. For instance, we pursue established winning strategies like owning all railroads (possibly through trade) or owning both Boardwalk and Park Place. The former strategy boosts our chance of winning to 80% while the latter boosts our chance to 50%. If we assume that the other three players divide up the ‘rest’ of the winning probabilities equally among themselves, the former strategy yields an entropy 0.52, while the latter strategy yields an entropy of ~ 0.9. In either case, the entropy tends to be high, even with a strong competitive advantage. This illustrates the high complexity of Monopoly even when some agents perform better than others. A win is not guaranteed.

Furthermore, if we calculate the entropy of Monopoly from an agent-independent perspective, the game would look near-random due to its zero-sum nature, and the entropy would be 1.0 for all effective purposes.

### 6.4. Polycraft World (Action Domain)

Minecraft is the best-selling video game of all time XboxPress (2021). It is a sandbox, open world video game that simulates earth-like 3D environments where players collect resources and blocks that can be used in a great variety of challenges. Polycraft World is a mod for Minecraft, originally developed to teach chemistry and materials science Smaldone, Thompson, Evans and Voit (2017), which was extended to create the Polycraft World AI Lab (PAL) that generates complex open world scenarios for AI agents and human-AI teams Goss, Steininger, Narayanan, Olivença, Sun, Qiu, Amato, Voit, Voit and Kildebeck (2023). The Polycraft World simulation environment adds thousands of additional items and inventories to typical Minecraft environments and provides an API that enables AI agents with diverse architectures to engage with the Minecraft world and undergo training and evaluation in various tasks. Polycraft World scenarios represent an interesting challenge for calculations of domain complexity as the environments can be arbitrarily large with thousands of interacting objects, providing a complex backdrop for AI tasks.

Environment space: The environment space in Polycraft World can vary based on task from small patches (e.g., 5 x 5 x 1 blocks) to arbitrarily large worlds that are effectively infinite (e.g., 1,000,000 x 1,000,000 x 256 blocks). The Polycraft World environment has numerous objects including thousands of resources (e.g., gold, wood, oil), thousands of tools (e.g., stone shovel, diamond axe, jet pack), and dozens of inventories for crafting and material processing (e.g., crafting table, chemical processor, distillation column). Objects can exist as blocks that can be mined, as floating entities that can be picked up, or as items stored in the agent’s inventory or another inventory such as a chest or a safe. The environment can also include goal-oriented agents (hereafter referred to as ‘actors’) other than the AI agent that perform actions that may be helpful, harmful, or neutral to the AI agent’s goals. Polycraft World tasks are typically turn-based, where the AI agent can plan in between turns without actors continuously modifying the environment. AI agents can obtain visual and symbolic information about the environment including the current game screen, their inventory, available recipes, all of the object, block, and actor locations in their current room, and the list of all past actions of all actors in their current room (Table 5). The presence of actors with hidden goals and inventories and the inability to sense the interior of rooms the agent is not currently in creates realistic properties such as partial observability and non-determinism.

Task solution space: The task solution space similarly varies based on task. To compare relatively efficient versus inefficient solutions, the performance score in a Polycraft World task is the sum of a positive reward received for completing the task (e.g., +256,000) and the negative costs associated with each action that are proportional to how resource-intensive the action is in the real world or for a human playing Minecraft (e.g., -100 for moving 1 block, -5,000 for chopping down a tree). While the task solution space can be large, it is typically much smaller than the environment space, particularly for a satisfying agent. For example, let’s imagine an AI agent with the goal of chopping down 1 tree who wakes up in a large forest arena with 1,000,000 trees and 1,000 objects that can be used through complex recipe paths to craft 100 different tools that all make chopping down a tree less expensive. If the tree and object types and
locations are randomized, the number of potential environmental states is astronomical. Similarly, all trees, objects, and crafting paths are part of viable task solutions and create a large task solution space. Despite this complexity, the minimum viable task solution path is quite simple and can be accomplished by moving to the closest tree and using the BREAK_BLOCK command.

Example task: Here we choose the example task POGO to illustrate complexity calculations for individual tasks in the Polycraft World domain (Figure 9). The POGO task is a multi-step planning challenge in which the agent’s objective is to craft a pogo stick. The agent begins in a 32 x 32 x 3 grass field arena enclosed by unbreakable bedrock walls (the main room) with one or two side rooms measuring up to 16 x 16 blocks. At task start the arena includes 5 trees, 4 diamond blocks, 4 platinum blocks, 1 adversarial actor called the Pogoist, 2 allied actors called Traders, 1 crafting table, 1 chest with a key in it, up to 2 doors, and a safe in a side room that contains additional diamond. The agent’s inventory starts with 1 iron pickaxe that must be equipped to mine diamond and platinum ore. The Pogoist actor does not directly harm the AI agent but competes with the agent for resources. To accomplish the task, the agent must perform a mandatory series of steps including:

- Mining resources (trees, diamond, platinum).
- Trading resources with Trader agents.
- Crafting intermediate objects, including a tree tap.
- Placing a tree tap on a tree to generate and collect rubber.
- Crafting a pogo stick.

![Figure 9: POGO Task. Aerial in-game view (left) and schematic (right)](image)

If the competing Pogoist actor depletes needed resources such as trees or diamond, additional steps may be needed including planting new trees from saplings that fall down from chopped trees, obtaining the key from the chest, unlocking doors, navigating to side rooms, and collecting resources from a safe. The task ends when the agent successfully crafts the pogo stick, gives up, or reaches the time limit.

**Dimensionality** As previously mentioned, the game complexity metrics have been designed for the analysis of static, discrete games, so their application to unmodified Minecraft or Polycraft World requires some adaptation. The POGO task was built in a discrete time context, where the game will only move one tick forward when an action is taken. We start with the intrinsic domain complexity (agent-independent) estimation where we want to answer “How big is the problem space?”. For the POGO task, the map contains a main room with 30*30 available positions. One or two additional rooms may be present with up to 14*14 available positions. So, if POGO is considered as a 2D task, the number of possible positions is up to 1292 available positions. In addition to these, there are 36 inventory slots that can be occupied with items. The action space in Minecraft has been well studied by Fan, Wang, Jiang, Mandlekar, Yang, Zhu, Tang, Huang, Zhu and Anandkumar (2022) and Guss, Codel, Hofmann, Houghton, Kuno, Milani, Mohanty, Liebana, Salakhutdinov, Topin, Veloso and Wang (2021); the available commands in the POGO task are listed in Table 5.
Table 4
POGO Task Dimensionality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measure</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Arena size</td>
<td>Number of unique available positions in the arena</td>
<td>Up to 1292</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of states</td>
<td>Number of world-state configurations reachable during the task</td>
<td>$1.2 \times 10^6$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State-space complexity</td>
<td>$\log_{10}(\text{number of states})$</td>
<td>60.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum game length</td>
<td>Maximum allowed number of actions per task instance</td>
<td>2000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average game length</td>
<td>Typical number of actions used by successful AI agents</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching factor</td>
<td>Number of possible actions</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game-tree complexity</td>
<td>$\log_{10}(a^b)$; $a$: Branching factor, $b$: Average game length</td>
<td>816.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Game-space complexity</td>
<td>$\log_{10}(\text{number of states} \times \text{maximum game length} \times \text{branching factor})$</td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5
Commands available in the POGO task

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interactions</th>
<th># unique</th>
<th>Sensing</th>
<th># unique</th>
<th>Movement</th>
<th># unique</th>
<th>Game commands</th>
<th>Game commands</th>
<th># unique</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BREAK_BLOCK</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SENSE_SCREEN</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>MOVE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>START</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLACE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SENSE_ALL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>TURN</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>RESET</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COLLECT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SENSE_ALL_NONAV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>TILT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>GIVE_UP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRAFT</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>SENSE_INVENTORY</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>TP_TO (teleport to)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECT_ITEM</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SENSE_LOCATIONS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE_Hand</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>SENSE_ACTOR_ACTIONS</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SENSE_RECIPES</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DELETE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>SENSE_ENTITIES</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERACT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRADE</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOP (no operation)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Counting the items in Table 5 is not sufficient to describe the number of distinct actions in the POGO task. To get a complete classification, we would have to consider the 36 possible slots in the inventory and the 5000 possible items available for the commands “PLACE”, “SELECT_ITEM”, “USE” and “DELETE”. The possible combinations will change during the game as items availability changes. Further, if using the teleport command (“TP_TO”), we would have to add to the previous number all available spaces in the maps (up to 1292). For simplicity, we don’t consider the teleport (TP_TO) command and, because the agents have their inventory empty most of the time, we will count the “PLACE”, “SELECT_ITEM”, “USE” and “DELETE” actions only once per potentially useful item in the task (Pickaxe, Tree Tap, Sapling, and Key). We don’t count the sensing actions because they don’t advance the game tick forward; however, we do account for the movement actions, “TURN” (right and left) and “TILT” because they do. We will consider that the “Move command” corresponds to 8 possible different actions (8 different directions). Taken together, these estimates give 43 possible actions that change the world state.

The total number of different states is determined by multiplying the number of different configurations and positions for each of the task elements. This gives a value of $1.2 \times 10^6$ and a state-space complexity of 60.1. Considering the number of possible actions gives a branching factor (43) and an average game length of 500 actions (average number of actions from evaluated AI agents), the value for Game-Tree Complexity is 816.7. This is probably a low estimate as the Branching factor will change every play. Multiplying the number of states, the maximum game length and the branching factor and taking the base 10 logarithm we obtain the game-space complexity of 65.0. All dimensionality values for POGO are shown in Table 4.
Table 6
Breakdown of the POGO task elements used in the calculation of diversity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Element</th>
<th># of entities</th>
<th>Units of information</th>
<th>( p_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diamond Ore</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trees</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chest</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traders</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>0.253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pogoist</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>0.126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crafting Table</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>0.119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doors</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branching factor</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Sparsity** The sparsity of the POGO task in Polycraft World is very close to zero. Calculating even an estimate of sparsity is not a trivial task due to the large number of elements, available actions and temporal relationships between steps. Let’s define sparsity as the number of potentially successful sets of actions divided by the total set of actions or game paths. We estimate the total number of game paths with the same assumptions as in the calculation of game-tree complexity: we consider an average game length of 500 plays and 43 possible actions per play. The approximate number of possible game paths is \( 43^{500} \) (on the order of \( 10^{816} \)). This is fairly straightforward. It is much more difficult to calculate the number of potentially successful sets of actions especially with agent movement. Even so, here, we perform a rough calculation of the sparsity of a drastically simplified POGO task to give a clear picture of the difficulties one may encounter.

Imagine a task scenario where the agent’s goal is to collect wood from a tree. The agent starts 12 movements away from a tree (up - 7, left/up diagonal - 5). For simplicity, the agent will be facing the tree when next to it. To gather wood, the agent must perform 12 MOVE commands to get into position with the tree in front of it and then use the ‘BREAK_BLOCK’ command. A successful run for the agent is a permutation of the 12 MOVE commands: \( \text{choose}(12, 7) = 792 \). Any additional MOVE commands may be played, however the opposite MOVE command must also be executed. These movements can be countered by one or more movements. Now, for additional simplicity, let’s set the maximum number of actions to 13. This way, no extra movements would allow for successful completion of the task. With these simplifications we will have a number of successful game paths of 792 and the possible game paths of \( 43^{13} \). This would give a sparsity of \( 4.6 \times 10^{-19} \).

This value will only decrease for any extra movement allowed because the possibilities will always increase by 43 while the successful runs will always increase by an equal or smaller value. This means that \( 10^{-19} \) is an upper limit to the POGO task sparsity and the POGO task will only get more sparse as it grows in complexity.

**Diversity** For characterization of domain complexity, it is natural that a detailed description of the domain should be the main focus and the primary material for any calculations. In this spirit, we decided to calculate the Shannon entropy as a diversity index using a description of the POGO task based not on potential world state permutations, but on the minimal units of information needed to define a typical world state at a given time.

The steps to implement this method are the following. We start with a description of the task, one that is as thorough as possible. We identify the different elements that contribute to the description / complexity of the domain using the components described in section 3. We next calculate how many units of information are required to define each element present in the domain as follows. For objects without inventories (e.g., Diamond ore, Platinum, Trees, Crafting Table, and Doors) we assume that 3 units of information are needed to specify each instance of the entity, which are the name of the entity and the x and z coordinates (with the y coordinate being uniform in the 2D simplification of POGO). For objects with inventories (e.g., Chest and Safe) we assume that 81 units of information are needed to specify each instance of the entity, which are the name of the entity, x and z coordinates, and the object and number of objects in each of 39 inventory slots. For any agent with an inventory (e.g., the AI agent, Pogoist, and Traders) we assume that 86 units of information are needed to specify each instance of the entity, which are the 81 units defined above for
inventories plus the 4 pieces of equipment each agent is wearing and the 1 item currently being held by the agent. The values in Table 6 are calculated as the above units of information needed per entity multiplied by the number of each entity in a typical task environment.

We transform these values to create a percentage of the POGO domain’s complexity defining components that will be used as the $p_i$ in the normalized Shannon entropy, equation 4 as showed in section 5.3. We obtained a normalized entropy value of 0.870 for the POGO task.

The advantage of this method for calculating entropy is that it naturally follows from the definition of entropy: which can be defined as the amount of information needed to characterize an entity Shannon (1948). We are using the description of the task to calculate the entropy. The main disadvantage is that there is no strict instruction set to create a standardized characterization of a domain. The main guideline is that the characterization should be sufficient to describe the domain, which we attempted to describe in section 3. This still leaves a large margin for interpretation, so this characterization is subjective. Despite this, there are some procedures that can mitigate the subjectivity, namely: check if the elements with the highest percentages can be subdivided and if that will improved description of the domain and check if each element’s percentage aligns with the element’s contribution to the domain’s complexity.

6.5. MNIST (Perception Domain)

MNIST is a dataset of handwritten arabic numbers from 0 to 9. The dataset contains cropped grayscale images of handwritten numbers. There are 60,000 training images and 10,000 testing images. Each image is 28x28 pixels. (Olah) This dataset is often used to train a classification algorithm, with the goal being to accurately recognize the digits regardless of handwriting style.

**Dimensionality** Each image is 28x28 pixels, and is evaluated as an array of the same dimensions. Each value in the array, for the purposes of this study, is a binary value of either 1 or 0. A value of 1 indicates that the pixel is part of the handwritten digit, while a value of 0 indicates background space. Each array is flattened into a $28 \times 28 = 784$ vector. With 70,000 total images, the dimensionality of the entire MNIST dataset can be considered a $70,000 \times 784$ pixel array times the 10 classes and times 2 as each image has binary values (Olah). When we take the ten based logarithm of this number (Equation 2) we get 9 for the dimensionality of the MNIST domain.

**Sparsity** Since this study uses binary value arrays, it is possible to calculate the sparsity of an image simply by taking the proportion of 1s within a pixel matrix. The formula below was used:

$$Sparsity = \frac{\text{nonzero elements of } X}{\text{all elements of } X} \quad (6)$$

where X is the matrix of an image. Figure 10 shows the sparsity values for each digit. The sparsity values of the training and the testing data of the MNIST dataset are similar. The sparsity values range from the lowest of 0.751, to the highest of 0.9. The average for the whole MNIST dataset is 0.813, which reflects the high sparsity level of the dataset, meaning that there is lots of background, useless pixels in each image. This is true especially for the digit “1” as shown in equation 10.

**Diversity** We calculated the Normalized Shannon Entropy for each image of each digit separately in the MNIST train dataset, to get possible range [0 1] for the entropy. We used equation 4 for the calculation with probability being of the intensity value of each grayscale image, with 256 bins. Figure 11 boxplots shows the range of entropy for each digit. All digits have low entropy values, with highest median entropy value 0.1 of the digit “0” and the lowest of 0.06 for the digit of “1”. The median of median entropy is 0.090. The very low entropy shows the high skewness of the probability distribution used for its calculation, since most of the bins are empty and all the pixels intensity are or in the first (black) or the last bin (white). Therefore, the very low entropy of MNIST dataset shows low diversity, and low uncertainty.

6.6. CIFAR-10 (Perception Domain)

The CIFAR-10 dataset contains 60,000 colour images. The images have ten classes. There are 50,000 training and 10,000 test images in the dataset. Each image is 32 x 32 pixel size and each pixel has a corresponding value for red, green and blue channels (or bands). There are ten classes: airplane, automobile, bird, cat, deer, dog, frog, horse, ship, and truck. Each class has 6,000 images (Krizhevsky).
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Figure 10: The average sparsity value for each digit in MNIST dataset. The left graph shows the average sparsity values of the training data and the graph on the right side of the testing data of the MNIST dataset. The sparsity values range from the lowest of 0.751, to the highest of 0.9, with average for the whole MNIST dataset being 0.813.

Figure 11: Normalized entropy of each digit in the MMNIST dataset. The boxplot on the left is the full range [0 1] of the normalized entropy values, whereas the boxplot on the right is zoomed to the results for better visibility. The red line in the blue boxes represents the median of the entropy distribution for each digit, with the lowest value of 0.06 for digit “1” and the highest value of 0.1 for digit “0”. All ten digits’ entropy has normal distribution. The red whiskers show the outliers. Overall the entropy values are low for the training part of the MNIST dataset, which is 60000 images.

Dimensionality Each image in the CIFAR-10 dataset is 32x32 pixels, with three color channels (or bands): red, green, and blue (RGB). Each pixel values are from 0 to 256, that is the intensity of the pixel. There are 60,000 images total, and ten class labels. Using Equation 2:

\[ D_{upperbound} = \log_{10}(32 \times 32 \times 3 \times 10 \times 256 \times 60000) = 11.67 \] (7)

Thus, the CIFAR-10 dataset domain dimensionality is 11.67.

Sparsity We used the Gini Index, from equation 3 to obtain the sparsity level of the CIFAR-10 dataset. The Gini Index is capable of handling null values, which is required for this case. Figure 12 shows the results of the Gini Index calculation for each RGB color band. The distribution of sparsity values are Gaussian and similar with median values for sparsity for red: 0.235, green: 0.237 and blue: 0.26. The median of the median sparsity of the CIFAR-10 dataset is 0.237.
Figure 12: The sparsity histogram of the CIFAR-10 data set using the Gini Index from equation 3. From left to right the graphs are for the red, green, and blue channels. The x-axis shows the sparsity measure from the Gini Index, which spans from 0 to 1. The y-axis shows the number of images being used.

Diversity

We calculated the Normalized Shannon Entropy for each image separately for each of the ten classes of the CIFAR-10 dataset, to get the possible range [0 1] for the entropy. We used equation 4 for the calculation with probability being of the intensity value of each RGB band as grayscale image. That is 256 bins. Figure 13 boxplots shows the range of entropy for each of ten classes. All classes have high entropy values, with the lowest value of 0.892 for “bird” class and the highest value of 0.946 for for the “truck” class. The entropy distribution of each class varies from normal to skewed. There are many outliers toward the lower entropy values (red whiskers). Overall the entropy values are high for the CIFAR-10 dataset. The median of median entropy is 0.925. This high entropy value that is close to the highest eveness of the domain, reflects low uncertainty and shows low diversity of the domain.

Figure 13: Normalized entropy of each class in the CIFAR-10 dataset. The boxplot on the left is the full range [0 1] of the normalized entropy values, whereas the boxplot on the right is zoomed to the results for better visibility. The red line in the blue boxes represents the median of the entropy distribution for each digit, with the lowest value of 0.892 for “bird” class and the highest value of 0.946 for for the “truck” class. The entropy distribution of each class varies from normal to skewed. There are many outliers toward the lower entropy values (red whiskers). Overall the entropy values are high for the CIFAR-10 dataset.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Setosa</th>
<th>Versicolor</th>
<th>Virginica</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sepal Length</td>
<td>0.0392</td>
<td>0.0489</td>
<td>0.0533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sepal Width</td>
<td>0.0602</td>
<td>0.0632</td>
<td>0.0589</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petal Length</td>
<td>0.0634</td>
<td>0.0610</td>
<td>0.0551</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Petal Width</td>
<td>0.2086</td>
<td>0.0826</td>
<td>0.0759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7
This table shows the sparsity levels of each class and each attribute within the Iris data set. The classes are different types of irises that are represented. The sparsity value ranges from 0 to 1 where zero is least sparse and one is the most sparse.

6.7. Iris (Data Science Domain)

The Iris dataset is a multivariate data set created by Ronald Fisher in his 1936 paper *The Use of Multiple Measurements in Taxonomic Problems*. The dataset contains 3 classes of iris flower - Iris Setosa, Iris Versicolour, and Iris Virginica - with 50 instances of each. Each instance consists of four different measurements of an Iris flower: petal length, petal width, sepal length, and sepal width. (Fisher (1936))

*Dimensionality* The iris dataset is a 150x5 dimensional dataset. The attributes are as follows: petal length, petal width, sepal length, and sepal width. The four measurements are continuous (numerical) data. Each row of data has a corresponding class label in form of categorical data.

*Sparsity* The Gini index (see Equation 3) was used to calculate the sparsity of each class and each attribute in the Iris data set. Table 7 shows the results of the sparsity calculation. Overall we see lower sparsity levels.

6.8. Discussion

The six case studies presented in this section suggest that the three measures of dimensionality, sparsity and diversity can be applied broadly. They also allow for the incorporation of domain expertise in their computation, as they are systematic guidelines (and in many cases, guided by prior practice in that community) rather than hardened rules that do not allow for diversity of interpretation. For example, in the Monopoly domain, as in other multi-player games, computing dimensionality tends to be relatively straightforward and well-defined. It is also evident that the entropy of Monopoly is very high (close to 1.0), which suffices for practical applications. We cite this example to show that, even when exact values are computationally intractable to derive, certain assumptions can be made, which allow us to derive estimates of the true underlying complexity with high confidence. In another example, the Polycraft World domain illustrates interesting considerations for calculating complexity in large-scale 3D environments with many object types. Specifically, even in worlds where the number of potential environment states is astronomical due to scale, the amount of information needed to define a specific instance of the world state can still be quite small.

Similar to other domains, the CartPole domains measure their dimensionality based on an enumeration of the dimensions of the state space and their scales. In terms of sparsity, the CartPole domains allow for a more analytical approach based on the ratio of successful action sequences to the total possible action sequences, which are both computable in CartPole, but not in more complicated domains like Monopoly or Polycraft World. The diversity measure is where CartPole deviates most from the other domains. CartPole uses an entropy-based diversity measure like other domains, but the entropy is calculated based on observable sequences of features and actions, not the possible sequences. This calculation does require interaction with the game, but the interaction can be random and not involve a particular agent, thus preserving the intrinsic property of the diversity measure. Combined with the approaches taken in other domains, the overall framework for computing dimensionality, sparsity, and diversity applies to action-based and classification-based domains, and in cases where either an analytical or empirical approach is warranted.

Ultimately, deriving values for such measures in a systematic way enables a robust and rich set of comparisons. To take just one example, if we compare MNIST and CIFAR-10, the MNIST dataset has very low normalized entropy, whereas CIFAR-10 has very high normalized entropy (the former is skewed, whereas the latter is more similar to the uniform distribution). For both cases, however, the entropy reflects both low diversity and low uncertainty, because the highest diversity is achieved when the normalized entropy is close to 0.5.
7. Conclusion

Understanding the complexity of domains in a systematic and domain-independent manner is an important problem in the Artificial Intelligence community. Understanding domain complexity is especially relevant today, when the focus has shifted from building task-specific AI designed for rigidly defined problems, to the development of OWL agents and algorithms that can work across domains, or that are able to handle ‘novelties’ and other unexpected events in a single open-world domain. Returning to our example of the AUV from Wilson et al. (2014), we can express the difficulty that was encountered when transitioning from the simulator domain to the real-world domain in terms of the components of our complexity levels. The real world had higher dimensionality with regard to the environment space complexity and greater diversity with respect to the perception-task solution space (where noise and environmental factors meant a diverse collection of different sensor readings might represent a single system state). These unexpected increases in domain complexity, as compared to the simulator domain, caused the AI to behave pathologically, constantly replanning in response to the discrepancies between its perception of the real world and its less complex internal state space. Once the complexity of the deployment domain was understood, a bounding-box technique was introduced, enabling the robot to operate successfully in the open ocean.

The goal of this article was to present a blueprint, and set of implementable measures, for systematically understanding domain complexity. We argued that domain complexity, especially in the context of AI-relevant domains, can be viewed from two aspects: intrinsic and extrinsic. We also proposed three categories of measures (dimensionality, sparsity and diversity) and applied them to a broad range of case studies across action, perception and data science domains.

As the systematic understanding of domain complexity remains a relatively new problem in AI, many important questions (both empirical and theoretical) remain to be answered by future work. In the next section, we close the article by enumerating several promising questions.

8. Next Steps

This paper is an early attempt at synthesizing several measures and aspects of domain complexity that are hypothesized to apply generally across domains and tasks. Many questions remain. We believe that these questions need to be formulated and addressed within a research agenda that treats domain-general complexity (as opposed to domain-specific complexity) as a first-class citizen. We are not claiming that each such research question should apply empirically to every domain, but ideally, it should be applicable to a diverse set of domains, allowing general claims to be made. As next steps, we state three questions below that (potentially) could be investigated in an experimental setting with the goal of yielding general insights about domain complexity:

1. Can we derive strong theoretical connections between domain complexity and difficulty? For instance, will it always be the case that tasks in a more complex domain necessarily will be more difficult, or just more difficult in expectation? And can difficulty be studied independently of complexity? These are questions with which multiple communities, especially within AI and open-world learning, are only just beginning to grapple. In addition to stating theoretical claims, it is also important to test these claims empirically. We believe that designing appropriate experimental methodologies that allow us to validate general claims is, in itself, a promising area for future research.

2. Can our measures of domain complexity be used to define and quantify complexity in so-called complex systems, such as networks and dynamical systems, as well as other nonlinear systems (e.g., differential equations, computational fluid dynamics simulations, weather forecasting)? Is one system more complex than another, and if so, then along what perspectives (components)? Moreover, does this have theoretical ramifications, validated by appropriate experiments, for analyzing such systems?

3. In the cases of infinite action and state spaces, what are the appropriate mathematical frameworks for distinguishing between domains of (arguably) differing complexity? In real analysis, for instance, there are different hierarchies of infinity that are well understood. For instance, integers and real numbers both form infinite sets, but the latter has provably greater cardinality than the former. Could similar claims be made for complexity?

These questions are not exhaustive, and some have several other questions associated with them that may require several parallel lines of theoretical and experimental research to investigate fully. We emphasize that the one
commonality between all these questions is their lack of dependence on a single domain or model. Rather, all of them aim toward an agenda that is as domain-independent as possible. As noted earlier, we believe that this is the central element that distinguishes other field-specific studies of complexity from our proposal.
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